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What is your #1 tip or advice for the beginning plein air painter?
 Keep it simple, something I tell myself every time that I go out and seem to forget often. Use 
no more than 3-5 values and paint big shapes.  There is a lot of information to get lost in while 
plein air painting so simplify as much as possible.

If you could only have 5 colors on your palette, what would they be?
Titanium white, Cadmium Yellow pure, Transparent Iron Oxide, Burnt Umber and Ultramarine 
Blue.

Why do you choose to paint in the wild plein air rather than in the 
controlled environment of the studio?
I love the sense of adventure and freedom from plein air painting. I also enjoy being "forced" to 
make quick choices and not overthink things like I tend to do in the studio. Bugs, people, 
weather, lack of amenities will make you a quick painter. 

What was your most hair-raising extreme plein air painting experience?
Oh man, there has been a few. Last March I went to Naples Bluff in Santa Barbara and was 
standing cliff side painting and about 50 yards south of where I was standing the cliff side gave 
way and crashed into the ocean. My knees went weak and I crawled away like a baby, brought 
my heart rate back down and gathered my easel reluctantly to paint another day.

Living or not, which artists have had the most impact on your artistic 
journey?
I've been lucky to take classes from some amazing contemporary artists like Terry Miura and 
Jennifer Diehl but my husband, Steve Arguello has had the most impact. He is a Senior Visual 
Effects Artist and encouraged me to get my work out of the garage into the world. He is an very 
talented artist and has given me guidance and advice, lessons, critiques (when asked only) 
but mostly the confidence and support to believe that I can paint. That is priceless.

Any closing comments or advice you’d like to share?
Paint what you love and what moves you. Fail often, it is only an opportunity for growth.


